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Thinking about the Future
"! understand not how the Dreamt and
Prognostications o] madmen(/or such I take
to be all those that Ioretel future Contingencies) can be o] any great disadvantage to
the Commonwealth."
"Yes, yes: know there is nothing that
renders HumaneCouncils dil~eult, but the
incertainty o] ]uture ttme, nor that so well
directs men in their deliberations, as the
]ore-slght o/ the sequels o/ their :lotions.
Prophesie being many times the princtpal
Causeo] the Event/oretold .... "
Trtota^s HoBB~s,Behemoth(t679)

F

OrVltOr~OOV has become a subject.
I
have even received an invitation
from a
Germanpublisher through the post to subscribe
to a new Who’s Who o/Futurologists--though
he never explained how anyone came to rate an
entry in the volume. It seemed an expensive
purchase, so I still do not know. The subject
itself has a Franco-American parentage, having
been largely invented by Bertrand de Iouvenel
and developed in a series of studies called
"’Futuribles" initially with the support of the
Ford Foundation) But more recently it has
become very much an American subject, as witness the work of the Commission for The Year
20oo under the chairmanship
of Professor
Daniel Bell (in five volumes of mimeographed
papers), and the ambitious exercise in systematic speculation
by Herman Kahn, with
Anthony Wiener and other members of his
a M.de Iouvenel’s organisation S.E.D.~.t.S. continues, without Ford Foundation finance, to publish a monthly journal, Analyse et Prdvision, devoted to the subject.
2Collier-Macmillan (x967), NewYork, $9.95;
London, 63s.
s See, e.g., DesmondKing-Hele, in The Listener,
2o lune J968.
4 Forecasting and the Social Sciences, edited by
Michael Young, Heinemann(~968), s. This is a
first product of the work done by the Committee
on the Next Thirty Years, set up by the Social
Science Research Council in i966.
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Hudson Institute,
called The Year 2000: a
Framework /or Speculation. t Moreover, these
publications are a reflection
of a much more
widespread intellectual climate in which studies
of the future flourish, often with the aid of
powerful institutions
designed to encourage
speculative activities of this kind, like the Stanford Research Institute and the Rand Corporation.
Myfirst question is about the purpose served
by these long-range projectionsl Somereviewers
of the Kahn and Wiener book have treated it
as if it was a straightforward attcmpt at pre- .
diction, and have then either belaboured the
authors for trying to write history in advance
or have asserted that they have got their future
history all wrong? This is to misconceive the
nature of the exercise. If such books were not
labelled with the year 2ooo or some other date
in the 2tst Century, but were called instead
Utopia or Erewhon or something of the sort,
reviewers might be induced to apply a more
appropriate set of criteria. They would ask, first
of all, whether the author’s account of his
imaginary world told them anything new about
the desirable organisation of society. Oneof the
purposes of putting the story in the far-off
future is precisely to throw off some of the intellectual limitations on the discussion of social
policy which are imposed by excessive concern
with the details of the present situation--or of
the one that we conceive to be immediately
ahead. Having sloughed off these impedimenta
we are better able to think seriously about the
essential purposes of social organisation, and
above all about the order of priorities that we
attach to different objectives.
De Jouvenel
makesthis point in an essay on social forecasting in the latest English book on the study of
the future:
But in order to make sense of our preferences
we have to proceed to the second stage and
build a series of constraints into our invention.
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If all the desirable objectives wereequally capable of achievement,the keen sense of priorities
whichutopian literature at its best forces upon
the reader, making him engage in unfamiliar
social and moral choices, woulddisappear altogether. That is whythe characteristic feature of
powerful utopian writing, whether it is done by
a satirist like Swift or AldousHuxley or by a
straightforward social reformer like Thomas
More,is the consistency of the concrete detail.
After I had finished reading a wide-ranging
survey of utopian writing, Yesterday’s Tomorrows, by W. H. G. Armytage,~ I asked myself whyin spite of the promiseof the subject,
the book had entirely failed to grip. What
seemed to happen was that the potted review
approach, giving the essence of the utopian
plot but excludingthe significant detail of living
in a variety of invented worlds, ldt one’s
imagination in a curiously flaccid state. Without the feeling of the whole system of constraints within which people inside a utopia
operate one never gets involved in the central
problems of choice which are the whole point
ofthe exercise.
Tr~^r ~s whythe new literature of systematic
projection of long-rangefutures is an especially
effective form of utopia-building. The constraints on what is desirable are systematically
workedout by taking a set of factual data out
of the present and the recent past, postulating
a trend of development and then calculating
the consequences that would emerge after an
interval of a generation or two. Oneimportant
difference from traditional utopian writing is
that in the latter the social choice is presented
as already given. The great policy decisions
which have madethe imaginary society what it
is dominate the scene; the social environment
which sets limits on what the policy-makers
are able to accomplishis treated as secondary.
In the literature of the future the primary subject matter is by contrast the environmentitself,
or better, the various possible environments
that could emerge from the extrapolation of
identifiable trends in the present world; we are
then invited to choose betweenalternative combinations.
xs ~AsYto see whythe methodis particuIXlarly
relevant today, why futurology has
largely taken over from traditional utopianism.
s W. H. G. Armytage, Yesterday’s Tomorrows
(x968), Routledge&KeganPaul, s.

Weare changing our environment with extraordinary rapidity, and are likely to do so faster
and faster in the future. Apart from the odd
natural cataclysm there never has been environmental change at this pace before. That the
amountof change per year is likely to increase
and go on increasing is a consequence of the
exponential rate of growth of our incomes. If
the national income is doubling every quarter
of a century (which is what happens when it
grows at the fairly modestpace of around three
per cent a year) then it is obvious that the
absolute quantity of additional goods and services which will be produced in the year x993
will be twice as large as the samethree per cent
rate of growth wouldproduce in x968. It seems
likely, unless somethingis done about it, that
this doubled increment in our collective wealth
will dent our environmenttwice as hard.
What the process of projection does is to
makeus pay attention, in time, to the consequences of pursuing a lot of desirable things
which happen to be incompatible with one another. It is a wayof forcing us to choosean order
of priorities. Otherwiseit will be a matter of
chance which of several desires that conflict
with one another in greater or less degree comes
out on top. Since our order of priorities will be
irrelevant to the outcome we shall have diminished our freedom in the process; a number
of options that we should have liked to keep
open will have been irretrievably closed. The
BuchananReport on "’Traffic in Towns"(x963)
wasone of the first effective uses in this country
of the method of subjecting the long-range
future to explicit social calculations. It compelled us to recognise, amongother things, that
if we seriously set about designing our environment to accommodatethe long-term growth of
private transport on the scale of recent years
there would be disappointingly little money
left over for other important social purposes.
Here the dent in our environment from the
foreseeable consequencesof the future rise in
our personal incomes was going to be enormous.
There are two kinds of incompatibilities
which are worth distinguishing. One is the
familiar conflict betweenour wishes as private
consumers, each of us intent on his own exclusive purchase, and our concern with getting
the best out of the things that we use collectively. The conflict grows sharper, throughout
the Western world, with every month that
passes. It is the central issue of the politics of
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this generation. The parties of the Left which
had concerned themselves actively with this
type of problem once believed that they had
somespecial guidance to offer on it. But the
traditional formulae of socialism have not
visibly helped social democratic governmentsto
cope with the conflicts betweencollective and
individual choice. Indeed they have helped to
obscure the problem by their anxiety to assert
its non-existence. But the pursuit of some
urgent social purposesinevitably involves interference with personal liberties on an increasing
scale. It is no longer possible to pretend that
this is a problemwhich affects the well-to-do
classes only, while the rest of society is overwhelmingly concerned with the fulfilment of
collective aims. The dividing line in this piece
of politics is less andless a matterof class interest.
The second kind of incompatibility is the
simpler case wherethe meanschosenfor fulfilling somewidely felt desire has the consequence
of frustrating, partly 9r wholly, the original
desire itself. Thus, to take a case that lies ready
to hand, the fulfilment of the general desire for
individual houses with small plots of land sited
away from cities produces in time extended
urban sprawl which destroys the countryside.
However, that does not induce anyone spontaneously to give up the desire for a country
retreat. Extrapolation, to be an effective disincentive, has to be buttressed by authority.

BusinessInterest

A

~-Trroucr~ the practical purposes of the
study of the long-range furore are most
obviousin the sphere of public policy, a straightforward commercialinterest has emergedin the
subject too. I.C.I., for example, has recently
concludeda large-scale forecasting exercise on
the Year 2ooo; moreover, it apparently regards
the result as so valuable that it treats it as
confidential. In spite of I.C.I.’s penchant for
prestige advertising in support of its imageas
an organisation especially addicted to farsighted public service, it has decided not to
publish these findings. It is not the only
firm which is especially concernedto keep its
views of what the 2xst Century is going to be
like underits hat. One’sfirst suspicion is that
the companydirectors, with a professional reputation as hard-headedmento keep up, are loath
to be caught out engaged in so wildly speculative an enterprise. But there is, in fact, some-
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thing more at stake than the personal prestige
of feet-on-the-ground types. The main point of
the long-term projection is to supply somesort
of guidance to those who have to decide how
the very large sums devoted to research and development by these companies ought to be
spent. I.C.I. spends around £3o million a year
on R. &D. A piece of basic research mayeasily
take ten years before it results in a saleable
product. Adding on the time for building up
the plant required to manufacturethe product
in volumeand the marketing facilities, it may
be another five years before the operation pays
off and begins to produce a profit. So someof
the decisions of the director in charge of research during the comingyear will have to be
based on a view of what the market for
chemicalsand other products is likely to be in
the late ~98os.
Since the resources required for effective research and developmentare severely limited-simply because there are normally only small
numbersof able people with a sufficiently advanced knowledgeof any specialised field of
science--how a firm has decided to committhe
main body of its effort for the ultimate development of products at present unknownmay
be an importanttrade secret. Big business firms
nowadaysnormally engage in defensive scientific intelligence--a term which covers a wide
range of activities, someof themreadily recognisable as traditional spy stuff but others concerned with more humdrum tasks. These
include the systematic reading of obscure journals and scientific papers in order to discover
who may be thinking up some new and dangerous thoughts--that is dangerousto the position
established, or likely to be established in the
future, by the products of your own firm.
Moreover, since in manyof the science-based
industries the limiting factor on the newactivities of even a giant corporation is frequently
the size and the quality of the intellectual resources whichit is able to deploy, the knowledge
that it has opted for certain directions in its
long-range R. & D. programme may tell you
something very valuable about the probable
absence of a major effort in fields where you
might otherwise have had reason to fear its
competition.
than big business to get into the speculative exercise of conGOVERNMENTSHAVE BEEN gLOWER

structing long-range futures. Perhaps it is because they have not fdt the need to respond to
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the same type of competitive pressure. Ia
modernlarge-scale industry where the m:irket
is often dominated by a very few maior firms,
there is commonlya tacit understanding to
avoid competition by straightforward pricecutting--that’s called "cut-throat: competition"
mso that firms try to get the edge over one
another by thinking up new products. In government, on the other hand, the pressures (at
any rate in a democracy) are against innovations which offer only a long-term payoff. No
investmentanalysts are on hand to pick out the
long-term growth propositions worth investing
in now,in spite of a low current yield on their
shares, for the sake of the extra income that
will be produced by them some years hence.
There is, unfortunately, nothing in government
corresponding to the splendid device of the
stock market to help an enterprising and successful management
to discount its future prospects by upgrading the present value of its
shares. So whena governmentsets out to recommend
itself to the electorate in the guise of
efficient management,its instinct is to show
its mettle in the business of makinga fast buck.
Five-year-plans have normally hitherto set the
limit of the time horizon brought into public
view.
Five years is in fact a desperately short time
in which to produce any significant change in
the quality of the services which governments
are increasingly called upon to supply to the
community.Even altering a bit of the curriculumin schools in order to achieve the more
efficient learning of somesubject like mathematics takes a good deal longer than that. The
new text-books have to be written and distributed; instructors at teacher-training colleges
have to master the new method before they
can begin to instruct the new generation of
teachers; and the existing bodyof teachers has
to be retrained. All this without allowing for
the time that is taken up in a society which
values the principle of voluntary assent in converting the practitioners to the conviction that
the new really is an improvementon the old.
Whenit comesto improving the productivity of
somesocial service like caring for the sick or
the old the time-lag is often longer. This is
partly because of the need to invest in new
buildings or equipment, and partly because
established practices in places like hospitals
tend to acquire a sanctity comparableto that of
an agricultural ritual in a traditional peasant
society.

Whatall this meansis that social investment
typically has what economistscall a long leadtime. The full yield on an expensive project
undertaken nowmaynot makeitself felt until
the t98os or t99os. It is remarkablehowlittle
awareness of this fact was reflected in the
Labour Government’s approach to planning.
The National Plan of I965 contained no hint
of the problem which the French planners had
already by then begun to tackle. They had
set up a "Working Group for the Year t985"
because they felt that this long perspective had
becomea necessary element in the preparation
of their series of four and five-year plans.
Withoutsomeclearer vision of the distant social
objectives, they found, the perspective on the
near-term changes contained in the four-year
plan lacked sufficient definition. The long-term
exercise has since been reinforced and made
much more elaborate in the preparatory work
that is nowgoing forward in the Commissariat
du Plan on the Sixth Plan (t97x-75).
THISFRE~,’CH
vrm’uRE
is especially interesting
because it forces the attention of the planners
on the "utopian" aspects of long-range forecasting. The twenty- or thirty-year projection wonderfully concentrates the minds of those in
charge of a national Budget on the ultimate
purposesof different kinds of social investment,
all offering the promiseof someuseful return.
It is not only a matter of establishing a hierarchy of objectives, ranked according to their
importance. The social planner often finds that
although one objective may be judged to be
somewhat more important than another, the
first turns out to be so muchmore costly than
the secondthat it seemsreasonableto distribute
the limited resources available in a way which
puts .the secondobjective ahead. He is moreinclined to do this if, as often happenswith social
investments, there is a minimumcritical size
which has to be reached before a programme
begins to have any serious impact at all. In the
end the planner has to make what the Americans call a "trade-off" between one desirable
end and another in the light of their relative
costs. The principle of "cost effectiveness,"
which the social planners in France and elsewhere are trying to employin the spirit that
Robert McNamaraintroduced in the U.S.
Defence Department sounds technical and
satisfyingly neutral, but in practice it brings
one up sharply against some very complicated
problems o£ moral choice.
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Social v. NaturalScientists leaders, regard as determining their political

W

HEN SOCIAL

SCIENTISTS

and natural

scientists meet to discuss the future one
is struck by the waythat each group adopts towards the other a mock-humble accusatory
tone, the accusation being that the other’s
is the decisive one. The social scientists say:
"If you would only tell us clearly what kind
of technological changes we can expect, we
could begin to analyse howsociety is likely to
change." To which the natural-scientists
answer: "Never you mind about us; all we
need are some marching orders. Given enough
time, moderntechnology has an almost limitless capacity to invent--so long as society decides that a sufficient volumeof resources is to
be put at the disposal of any particular programme.So you just tell us what is wanted by
society: that is goingto be the decisive factor in
shapingthe future .... "
It would be nice and not, I think, outrageouslyfoolish to take the natural scientists
and technologists at their word. Of course,
technologicalactivity is not quite so subordinate
nor technologists quite so passive as their story
makesout. Still it is out of the knowledgeof
society, rather than of technology, that the
major insights about the world a quarter of a
century awayare likely to come. But there is
a certain ambiguityabout the natural scientists’
demandto be told "what is wanted"by society.
They may mean that they want to know what
society will want twentyyears hence--i.e., what
is demandedis a straightforward prediction
which will eventually be proved either true or
false. I have suggestedearlier that this is not
what the recent studies of the future are intended to supply. There is the alternative possibility that the demandis to know"what is
wanted" here and now, that is the underlying
objectives of social policy whichcorrespond to
widely felt needs and which seem likely to be
pursued in the period immediately aheadmwith
consequences which will make themselves felt
two or three decades later. This is muchmore
feasible. In part what is required is the kind of
analysis which is commonlypursued by political scientists, wholook behind the stated objectives of voters and politicians to discover a
pattern of actions which can be most satisfactorily explained by imputing to the society a
set of underlying motives. The motives which
serve to explain the process maynot be those
which most membersof the society, or their

choices. The point is that they can be used for
purposes of prediction. Watchthese, and you
will have a guide to the probable pattern of
behaviour in widely differing circumstances.
BEYOND
Tr~^TtT *S VOSStB~.E
for the social scientists to say something about the way in which
certain patterns of behaviour tend to go together. Thus if, say, two or three probable
features of a society of the future can be identified, it maybe possible to establish a number
of other things that are likely to happentoo.
The social sciences are gradually discovering
methodsof analysing someof the probable results of a given balance of the thrusts and
tensions in different kinds of society. This is
the sort of thing that de Tocqueville did so
wellmperhapsbetter than any individual before
or since--whenhe identified what he took to be
the central features of Americansociety in the
z83os and used them to construct the pattern
of a future world, which he expected to be
governed more and more by the underlying
forces that he had detected. Chief of these
forces was the trend towards economic and
social equality. In the final chapter of Democracy in Americahe said:
Thesociety of the modernworld, whichI have
soughtto delineate.., has just comeinto existence. Timehas not yet shaped it into perfect
form.., and it is almost impossible to discern
what will pass awayand what will survive ....
Neverthelessin the midst of a prospectso wide,
so novel, and so confused, someof the more
prominentcharacteristics mayalready be discerned and pointed out. The good things and
the evils of life are moreequally distributed in
the world; great wealth tends to disappear, the
numberof small fortunes to increase; desires and
gratifications are multiplied, but extraordinary
prosperity and irremediable penury are alike
unknown.... Each individual stands apart in
solitary weakness;but society at large is active,
provident, and powerful: the performancesof
~rivate
persons(Book
are insignificant,
those of the
tare immense.
IV, Chapter57")
He goes on with a series of bold judgments
which reflect his conviction that he has seen
the pattern of this new social structure as a
whole.
Thereis little energyof character, but manners
are mild, and laws humane.... Human
existence
becomeslonger and property moresecure: life
is not adornedwithbrilliant trophies, but it is
extremelyeasy and tranquil. Fewpleasures are
either very refined or very coarse; and highly
polished manners are as uncommonas great
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brutalityof tastes .... The ties of race, of rank,
and of country are relaxed; the great bond of
humanityis strengthened.
He then refers back to the decisive element in
all these changesthat he foresees, the dominant
trend which in the long run will determine the
shapeof all the rest. "If I endeavourto find out
the most general and most prominent of all
these characteristics, I perceive that what is
taking place in men’s fortunes manifests itself
under a thousand other forms. Almost all extremes are softened or blunted: all that was once
most prominent is superseded by some middle
term.... "
De Tocquevilleis here trying to performboth
of the two different operations which I tried
to distinguish earlier in the business of forecasting. He first describes a widerange of different types of behaviour and shows convincingly why,in spite of their variety, they
tend to cohere in a single pattern of society.
This of course does no more than indicate a
possible behaviourpattern, one of several alternatives, which mayoccur in the future. But he
then proceedsto argue that this is also the most
likely pattern to assert itself in the long run.
Nowthis involved, implicitly, a set of predictions about the policies whichwouldbe pursued
by various national governments. The operation was enormouslyhazardous. It is worth recording that when de Tocqueville was writing
in the x83os, Europewas still caught up in the
authoritarian and hierarchical style of government--the very antithesis of the Americanmode
--which was the legacy of the Congress of
Vienna. So his confident predictions could not
have been derived from any extrapolation of a
visibly dominant European trend. Rather, his
method was to examine the social structures
and the modesof behaviour that seemed to be
required for the smoothfunctioning of the new
industrial
societies which had begun to
emerge,and to decide that these societies would
willy-nilly find themselves movingin the same
direction as that on which the United States
had deliberately chosen to embark. American
political ideas and practices thus provided him
with a powerful device for predicting the less
deliberate, muchmore uncertain, and yet inescapable modes of action which would be
adopted in the long run by governments in
Europe and elsewhere.

Anthony Wiener in The Year 2ooo. They too
believe that they have identified "the basic,
long-term multifold trend." It belongs with
what they call "sensate culture," whosesignificance can best be indicated by their ownstring
of adjectives--"empirical, this-worldly, humanistic, utilitarian, contractual, hedonistic." There
are a lot of other defining terms but these will
do to suggest the general pattern of the society
which they have in mind. It is an extremely
permissive society where people work a great
deal less and have a greatly diminished sense
of duty. Its affluence could very well result in
a widespread sense of alienation, so that "the
politics (and even the culture) of plenty could
becomeone not of contentment, but of cynicism,
emotional distance and hostility .... The enhancementof private values combinedwith the
increased sense of futility about public values
would also entail a kind of despair about the
long-run future of the whole society."
The rationale for this kind of prediction is
primarily economic. Thus, for example: "If the
’puritan ethic’ becomessuperfluous for the functioning of the economy,the conscience-dominated character type associated with it would
also tend to disappear. Parents wouldno longer
be strongly motivatedto inculcate traits such as
diligence, punctuality, willingness to postpone
or forgo satisfaction .... " Andthe intellectuals are expected to consolidate the reaction
against the old bourgeois order, supplying the
average person with the spiritual ground on
which to construct his philosophy of non-obligation and non-engagement. "There would then
be considerable cultural support for feelings
ranging from indifference to outright contempt
for any sort of success or achievementthat has
economicrelevance."
Nowthis is fairly familiar Marxiststuff. Culture and politics are seen to be determined in
a direct and detailed way by the nature of the
economicorder. Moreover,there is the implicit
psychological assumption that as soon as the
economicpressures which sustain the "puritan
ethic" are off, people will tend to movetowards more relaxed moral positions where the
individual’s sense of collective responsibility for
political and social actions will be greatly diminished. The authors seem to be very definite
aboutthis.

TrtE METr~OD
C^NUSEFULLY
be compared with
the exercise conducted by Herman Kahn and

Indeed,unless there is a surprising interruption in the exponential progress of prosperity,
sensate-humanist and epicurean values almost
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or is so unhappyand/or frustrated by conditions
in what actually is a prosperous and growing
nation to force the necessarychangesfor faster
growth.
The argument undoubtedly has some perWhyso confident? It could, for instance, be
suasive quality. It is a safe bet that it or someargued that another kind of imperative will
thing very muchlike it wouldreadily persuade
assert itself, derived from the political rather
the occupants of scores of companyboardrooms
than the economicorder. The organisation of
anywhere between Zurich and NewYork, if
the highly urbanisedsociety of the future, with
they had an occasion to consider the prospect
vast populations of affluent persons jostling
for the year 2000 in these terms. But the judgagainst one another in crowded spaces, will
ment purports to be something more than the
surely require close regulation. It will also need current conventional wisdomof the business
the ready assent of citizens to the behests of
community.The underlying logic of the argupublic authority, for the sake of efficiency of
ment seems to run like this. The British rate
movementand convenience of living. If people
of growth has been relatively low for a long
want these things, then it wouldseemthey will
time, which suggests that whatever its cause
have to acquire the habit of exercising very
it is very deep-seated. To removethe cause will
great personal restraint in their relations with
require a radical changeof somesort, unspecione another.
fied. Since the existing rate of growthproduces
moderatesatisfactions for the British the necessary effort required for the changeto a faster
X xs Vr~NECESSAaY
tO pursue the detail 6f
these alternative social scenariosfurther. Even rate is most unlikely to be made.
However, unless one knows rather more
if Kahn and Wiener turn out to be right and
about the kind of effort that wouldbe needed
my hunch wrong, the main doubt about their
during the period ahead to makeBritish promethodology would remain. Here is another
sample of their methodas applied to a narrower duction go up faster, it is hard to judge the
substance of this argument. The first unstated
case--that of the future economicgrowth rate
assumption on which the argumentrests is that
of Britain and the consequent change in the
the same factors which determined the rate of
economic balance of power among the main
economic growth of nations during the first
nations of the world in the year ~ooo. The contwo-thirds of this century will continue to operclusion reached is that Britain will by then
ate. Noserious attempt is madeto justify this.
have the smallest national product of the five
The second assumption is that whatever the
economicpowers of the second rank (that is,
unspecified thing is which it takes to push a
second to the two super-powers, the U.S. and
nation up from a sustained low rate of growth
Russia) which are Japan, West Germany,
to a higher level, it is unlikely to be accomFrance, Communist China, and Britain. The
plished unless people are subjected to severe
conclusion follows from the assumptionthat the
economicdiscomfort as a result of not growing
British economywill continue to grow for the
fast. Again, the nature of the discomfort is unnext thirty-odd years at about the same rate as
specified, so it is impossibleto be sure whatsort
during the past decade. This, it is argued, will
of events are envisaged as being uncomfortable
occur regardless of what happensto the rate of
enough.Thereis an absence of either sociologieconomicgrowth in the other countries---"If
cal or psychological definition. This whole
their growth rates were to drop to that of
Britain, Britain’s growth rate would be more modelis in fact a highly simplified piece of
heartening and very likely muchof the contem- economic determinism--in a familiar Marxist
tradition.
porary British self-hatred would disappear."
Nowthis kind of approach has its uses. But
But if the others continue to go forwardat their
they depend on subjecting the historical
recent cracking pace of growth, which is what
material available to both deep and exhaustive
the authors think likely, then
analysis. The workrequires most especially the
while manyin Britain will criticise the Govern- exercise of historical imagination--in the
mentand bewail the current situation, it would manner of Marx himself. To sustain the Kahn
seemthat a "cure"--through English effort to
and Wiener style of prediction about Britain,
double the growth rate--is unlikely, since no
single class or large groupis suffering so much one wouldneed to look for an advancedindussurely will cometo dominate older bourgeois
virtues, and mayevenreturn, in somerespects,
to criteria that antedatedthe "bourgeois"element
of the multifold trend, whichhas been a driving
force for morethan five centuries.

I
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trial country which had in recent times sharply
improved its rate of growth and then ask what
kind of circumstances were associated with the
change. In fact the experience of France lies
ready to hand. One would not have guessed
from the Kahn and Wiener tables and charts
that the British national product per head of
population had in /act increased somewhat
faster than the French during the quarter of a
century from iust before the outbreak of World
War I until the year prior to World War II
(i.e., ~9x3-38). The interesting question then is
what caused the drastic change in the French
secular trend from the late x94os onwards. Was
it, as some people suggest, a sense of national
humiliation leading to a collective urge on the
part of a new generation
of Frenchmen to
modernise? No doubt this change of mood contributed something to the result,
though it

~ s an old story: easy to &nowwhat one is
IXagainst,
but what is one /or? That is why
the latest issue o/ Hans MagnusEnzensberger’s
revolutionary
Review "Kursbuch" which is
devoted to the subject o] "Futurology" is particularly heavy going. Not only does it ruthlessly condemn other /uturologists ]or their
lack o] social imagination but it seeks to shame
them and brand them as "cour,ter-revolutlonary
obstructionists o/ the /uture’" by con/ranting
them with a row o/ "concrete blue-prints /or
the [uture" derived lrom New Le/t sources.
Indeed, the review even offered awards (never
mind that it also argues in lavour o] the abolition ol a Money Econbmy)--a first prize o]
thousand mar&sto the author o/the best "concrete Utopia."
What do the competition e~tries loo k like?
Howdo Germany’syouthful revolutionaries envisage the /uture? The thousand-mar k prize
went to a competitor named Gdza Kirchknop/
/or an essay entitled "’Fromthe Elastic Family
Group to the Commune." Kirchknop/ proceeds
]ram the assumption that the bourgeois ]amily
is the "’reactionary basic structure" o/ our
society and that the re]arm o/ society must
there]ore start with the /amily. He (or she)
advocates the /ormation o] communities o] six
or eight /amilies in the same age-group living
together in one house. This would, incidentally, solve the baby-sitter problem, allowing
married couples a greater degree o//reedom.
]Is to the other benefits: "It is by no means
impossible that as the system develops sexual
cross-exchanges will take place between the individual /amilies living in the house .... We
must not, o/course, overlook the/act that the

would require very careful examination of the
data to decide how much. How important were
the circumstances which were peculiar to postwar France, for instance, two protracted colonial
wars, one in Indo-China and the other in
Algeria? Did they help or hinder the decisive
acceleration
of the pace of economic growth,
which Britain failed to accomplish?
Tr~E QUEST~Ot~S,
tO which I happen not to know
the answer, are posed in order to illustrate the
fact, which no one will surely find surprising,
that useful prediction of future trends depends
in the first place on the sophisticated interpretation of historical material. It also requires considerable intellectual rigour. The facile judgment
that the British are unlikely to get sufficiently
fed up with their poor economic performance
to do anything serious about it needs to be ex-

sexual taboo o/ monogamyis deeply rooted in
the psychic consciousness o/ every individual."
The more progressive couples should there]ore debate the matter with those tending to
hang back. /idditionally these sexual exchanges
within the House-Communeshould be legalised. "Progress would take the/arm o/a pyra.
mid o] which the apex would be the group
with the highest social consciousness, the broad
masses ]allowing alter. The breakdown oI
alienation among human beings would begin
at the top and gradually spread to the/oat oI
the pyramid.’" Thus Gdza Kirch&nop/.
Orl~aco~r~t~rr~o~s
to this /uturological symposium concern themselves with the Universities, the Legal System, and the distribution
o/ ConsumerGoods. /iccording to an essay on
educational re]arm, "]In ability to teach should
not be the decisive ]actor in the appointmento[
teachers, but the interest o/ the school council
in learning some new subject and finding people
competent to teach it." Police and law-courts,
it goes without saying, must be abolished. One
contributor (Roll Schwendter) has drawn up
zo-year plan /or "The Abolition o/the MoneyEconomy." /iccording to this blue-prlnt the
charge /or admission to swimming-baths and
libraries is abolished in the third year; /ree
canteen meals/or all will be served in the eighth
year: and in the ninth year there will be "/ree
distribution o/cereals, potatoes, and ]ruit-juice.’"
But beer will not become ]ree until the /ourteenth year, and tobacco in the fi#eenth.
In the tenth year (i.e., between the /ree distribution o/ potatoes and the ]ree distribution
o/ beer), Herr Schwendter envisages "’a state
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amined more closely in terms of the kind of
forces which do change national moods--apparently changed the national mood of the French
in the aftermath of World War II. Is the only
thing that is likely to interest the citizens of a
country like Britain the assurance that they will
have a little extra private income each year?
Kahn and Wiener argue implicitly that as long
as this is assured no government is going to
be driven to embark on any major change of
economic policy which will require the energetic collaboration of the ordinary Englishman.
Is it not at least possible that, for example, the
frustration of some widely felt social purpose
might provide a powerful motive for radical
change? But to answer this type of question
one first needs to knowa great deal more about
the kind of change that is going to be required
to do the trick.
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I think it is plausible to argue that it would
need a very sharp wrench indeed away from
existing social and economic arrangements in
this country to push the British rate of growth
up very fast--say,
to the German level--here
and now. But that is very different from the
proposition that in the 32 years between now
and aooo the British will not make the necessary structural changes to bring their rate of
growth at least up to the current average West
European level. There is no evidence that the
British are peculiarly averse to even very profound changes, if they occur gradually over an
extended period. Post-war experience, e.g., of
the ending of empire--the British having a
bigger empire than any other European power
and managing its dissolution
in a much more
orderly fashion--might
suggest the very
opposite.

Utopians
of socialist competition in the consumerfield."
A first contingent o/ consumers will be placed
in the Utopian position of receiving no pay or
other remuneration but will be put on the/tee
list for all consumer goods. Everyone in this
group will receive an electronic record-card by
which the price of the goods and services he
receives will be assessed in terms o/the current
money-economy. An annual statistical
survey
comparable to the reckoning of points in a
/ootball league will make it possible [or "extravagant consumers" to be excluded from the
system, while, on the other hand, new members will be introduced. So much for Herr
Enzensberger’s sociological break-through.
M~E~.v ~o L^tW,~ at the misconceived and
childish visions which are here proposed to us
as "concrete futurology’" ts not enough. The
neo-utopians deserve our sympathy. In their
perfect ignorance of economics and of psychology they are a good hundred years behind the
times. They cry out again and again /or a
"’simplification of oppressive social structures"
and take as their model the petty bourgeois
anarchism of the Paris Communeof 187~. How
can they help falling into precisely the errors
with which they charge liberal planners? They
prolong the status quo indefinitely and welcome as sublime utopian arrangement schemes
that have long been discounted as belonging to
the oppressive past.
Why, for example, should sexual crossexchanges amongthe "’elastic family group" be
treated as the first law o/ the new Utopia when
wife-swapping (if we are to believe what we
read in certain American novels), has become

a commonplacein middle-class U.S. circles,
quite without the benefit of futurological
prompting? And why tal k about "’socialist competition in the consumerfield" with [ree distribution of goods to an dlite possessing an
electronic card, when the New Class in the
Soviet Union have been living under this kind
o/system/or decades, and thereby (if the argument holds) eliminating alienation at the apex
of the pyramid? Is this the spirit of a new
]erusalem?
But unfortunately these neo-Utopians are not
merely naive. They claim to be world-improvers, but there is little love in them and
even less mercy. Oneof Enzensberger’s experts,
writing about the Elimination of Bureaucracy
(in West Berlin), ventures this: "Whatare
to do with the Bureaucrats? The Berlin Bureaucracy is composed for the greater part of
women, crtppled women.... The Bureaucrats
cannot automatically be transferred to productive work. They have fallen so deeply into the
state of parasitism that they are incapable of
supporting themselves. A large number of them
will have to emigrate to West Germany.... "
WEL~.,^T ~.ZASTit is good to know that they
will not be shotl Liquidation plays no part in
Enzensberger’s Utopia. People are merely "removed," "shelved, .... disposed of," "’eliminated," "’re-functioned.’" "negated," and so forth.
The neo-Utopian jargon throws its own light
on the illiberal intolerant Utopia of the "’concrete futurologists.’" Which way do we go for
the nearest concentration camp?
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Limitations
of Method
y VURrOSE,however, is not to put up
alternative guesses to those made by
Kahnand Wiener. It is rather to suggest that
the essential method, which projects forward
from highly generalised statistics and bases itself on a very abstract model of economicand
social structures, has severe Iimitations. Michael
Young’s plea in Forecasting and the Social
Sciences for a body of people who are noneconomists to engage in long-range studies of
the future is very muchto the point.
Yet it wouldbe most ungrateful to the authors
of The Year 2ooo to allow the criticism to
obscurethe real value of the workthat they have
done. Their most important contribution is that
they have brought someorder into the chaos of
predictions about possible furore worlds and
tried to set somelimits to the probableextent of
the changethat it is reasonableto expect during
the next thirty years or so. The material Is usefully organised in a uniform framework,starting with the picture of a "standard world,"
which shows the outcome of a number of
existing trends to the year ~ooo, and then
going on to .sketch out a numberof "canonical
variations" on the main theme. These show
the consequences of introducing a series of
alternative assumptions about the locus of
power, about the way people will feel and behave, and so on. All this helps the reader to
think more clearly about fundamentalissues of
political and social choice. The authors have
done a lot of useful sums, which provide some
benchmarks for measuring the margin of
manoeuvreavailable to us and to the next generation in pursuingalternative policies.
Onereflection which is promptedby the exercise is that it is a major purpose of rational
policy-making to avoid makingfinal choices,
whereverpossible, for the people whowill have
to live twenty or thirty years hence m the
environment which is being constructed for
them. It requires a deliberate effort to keep
someof the options open, to decide that we do
not knowcertain things about the way of life
that they are likely to want to lead. Of course
there are a lot of firm decisions which have to
be made now--about schools, hospitals, new
towns--if life in the ~98osand ~99osin Britain
is not to be dreadfully impoverished. Mistakes
have to be risked, because the alternative of
makingno firm decision is boundto be worse.

M

ThePublicInterest (nos. 6 and 7,

I967)"

But planners ought always to bear in mind that
there are manymatters that they should try not
to plan in detail. The plans need to be designed
in such a wayas to preserve a substantial margin of the unplanned, on which future options
will be exercised. It will usually be moreexpensive to do this than to haveit all cut and dried.
So it is importantfirst to try to identify those
areas in the society of the future about which
we ought to be uncertain, and secondly, to decide on the range of realistic options that it is
worth while keeping open. The extra cost of
keeping any particular option open for a future
generation has, after all, to be justified to the
present generation of taxpayers.
The Kahn and Wiener exercise at its best
offers its projections for just such a purpose.
The authors call these projections "heuristic
metaphors," meaning that they are devices
which help one to think more clearly about the
range of probabilities that ought to be taken
into account when making a decision whose
effects will be felt in the moreor less distant
future. The trouble is that they cannot resist
the temptation of movingbeyond this eminently
practical task into the business of actually predicting the future, without recognising that for
this exercise something more is required than
the ingenious manipulation of identifiable
trends. It needs a vision of society as a whole.
Andfor that, as I havesuggested, the historical
imaginationhas to be especially rich and finely
attuned. Systems-analysis in the contemporary
Americanstyle is no substitute for an intimate
feeling for texture and detail.

O

S~. r~Asto look elsewhere for the deeper
insights which seem to be of particular
relevance to the year 2ooo--for example, to a
sociologist with a strong feeling for the history
of ideas, like Daniel Bell, whowrites the introduction to the Kahn and Wiener book. Bell
is the inventor of the "Post-Industrial Society,"
which has already passed into the folklore of
forward-lookingbusiness executives with a large
research-and-development budget to justify to
their shareholders. Bell has sketched out the
mainfeatures of this future society in a recent
essays Whatis especially impressive about his
approach is the way in which he concentrates
on one characteristic feature of the system and
shows howit is likely to permeate the whole
functioning of society. This is the newrole of
the intellectual. It is, of course, a familiar point
that the technical and managerialintelligentsia
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are a crucial element in the advancedindustrial
societies of the 2oth century and are likely to
exercise increasing powerin it. 7 The special interest of Bell’s approach is that he starts by
identifying a particular feature of the intellectual process whichis likely to have a decisive
function in the society of the future, quite different from the function which has been performedfor any society hitherto. He argues that
what is new is the decisive importance in the
new society of theoretical knowledge--"the
primacyof theory over empiricismand the codification of knowledgeinto abstract systems of
symbols which can be translated into many
different and varied circumstances." The essential point is that "every society nowlives by innovation and growth; and it is theoretical
knowledgethat has becomethe matrix of innovation."
The point emerges most obviously from a
comparisonof the style of scientific invention
of the igth and early 2oth centuries led by men
whowere, as Bell says, "inspired and talented
tinkerers" with the methodical application of
the fundamental discoveries of science in the
great laboratories of today. These are governed
by programmesof research systematically exploring a range of probable consequences of
some particular advance in the understanding
of the laws governing the behaviour of the
physical world. Whenone thinks of the problems of managing a research and development
programmewith an annual expenditure of several million poundsin one of the big businesses
of today, one begins to have somesense of the
"primacy" of theory. To take the example of
I.C.I. again, it employsover 2,000 employees
of Ph.D. or equivalent qualifications and spends
on their research work nearly as muchas the
net amountwhich it distributes in dividends.
Those in charge of this work have got to have
a very clear idea both of the most promising
lines of investigation leading to new products
that are constantly being opened up by dis" coveries of a fundamentalnature, and also of
the kind of opportunities whichtheir rivals in
research, the DuPonts, the Bayers, and others
are likely to seize--because they too are watching every moveforward in the theoretical work
on chemicalsin order to switch their resources
of intellectual manpowerinto the lines of
activity that will give theman edge over their
~ See, for instance, I. K. Galbraith’s The New
IndustrialState (~967).
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competitors. The research manageris the ultimate guardian of the profit-earning capacity of
his company.
Bur rr~aE ^aE uos~ subtle ways in which the
pervasive dominanceof theory manifests itself.
It has supplied the basis on which the new
techniques of managementof the economyby
governmentshave been built up since the War.
Here, too, it is the steady advancein the theoretical knowledgeof economicstructures which
has allowed economists to show how certain
changesin taxes or the rate of interest or subsidies and incentives of various kinds are likely
to affect the size and compositionof the national
income, the balance of payments and so on.
Andthe same process has begun to be applied,
though more uncertainly as yet, to the management of long-term change in social structures.
The consequenceis, as Bell says, that
the university, whichis the place wheretheoretical knowledgeis sought, tested and codified in
a disinterested way,becomesthe primaryinstitution of the newsociety.
The university’s position in the next hundred
years will, he thinks, be analogous to that of
the position of the business firm as the key
element in the organisation of production during the past century. Profound consequences
are likely to flow from this, because the whole
style of decision-making by the dominantmembers of the future society will be different. It is
not only that a different set of assumptions,
tastes, and prejudices will cometo the fore, the
very process of thought which leads to the
typical decision will take on new forms. It is
hard to foresee the detailed results of such a
change, in terms of political and social structures. It wouldbe splendid if someonecould,
like de Tocqueville a hundredand thirty years
ago, find a living model in the present which
wouldmakeit possible to discern the essential
elementsof the society of the future.
o ^sstRr the role of imagination and inT tuition in the work of social analysis
applied to the future is not to decry the value
of the systematic pursuit of more humdrum
practical investigations, particularly those of a
statistical character. But I am, finally, left in
some doubt about the primacy accorded to
statistics based on the long-term projection of
national incomefigures in the Kahnand Wiener
study. It is, at any rate, important that people
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responsible for long-term planning decisions,
whomthis type of study, is designcd to serve,
should recognise the severe limitations of the
national incomefigures as a guide to the wealth
or poverty of a society. The longer the projection the less reliable they becomefor this kind
of purpose.
The figures are treated in the exercise by Kahn
and Wiener as if they were somehowdisembodied, so that a movementup or down has
the same significance for a society whether it
occurs in ~968 or in 2ooo. The Western industrial world’s capacity to produceis expected to
be about five times as great at the end of the
period as it is now, which will mean that the
average G.N.P. per capita of the O.E.C.D.
countries will be somethree and a half times what
it is today. But the truth is that the nationalincome technique is designed for the measurement of changes over fairly short periods of
time during which the composition of the
national incomeitself does not change significantly, either in terms of the actual things produced or of their quality. That is because
changes in real national income are measured
in terms of the weight or volumeor the actual
number of individual products produced.
Whichever way, the measure depends on the
nature and quality of the componentitems re8maining largely unchanged.
It is indeed obviousthat if twenty years from
nowhalf of the national income consisted of
new things which have no equivalent today, it
wouldbe impossible to measurethe increase in
the real value of income which would have
occurred in the interval. It would be no use
trying to measureit in terms of all the extra
moneypaid, because the value of moneyitself
is changing all the time. Indeed the only way
in which we measure changes in the "real"
value of incomesis by ignoring current prices,
and taking instead some collection of goods
and services, assumedto be unchangedin their
individual quality and in their importance in
the average person’s budget, and asking how
much more of them are produced and consumedat two different points’ in time. In fact
it is absurd to suppose that societies which
will have it in their power to produce five
s It is worthrecallingthe statistical effect onthe
British national incomecalculations of the move
fromthe traditional 78 r.p.m, gramc~phone
records
to 33~ r.p.m. This showedup initially as a drop
in the volumeof gramophonerecord output (the
numberof records), although the actual araount
of recordedmusicof courseincreased.

times as much extra wealth each year as
we do today will not have profoundly different
notions about the wayin whichtheir riches are
to be deployed. Whatis less understood is that
changes in the composition of national production are also very likely to affect the rate at
whichproduction itself can grow.
Tr~E FOLLOWmO
rXSUV~.E shows why. Assume
that, after a period in which privately owned
goods multiply prodigiously in the hands of all
wage-earners, there is a widespread feeling
about the need to improve the lot of people
who, either by nature or by accident, are at a
disadvantage because they cannot perform efficiently in their jobs, their schools, or their
homes.A political decision is madeto give this
problem the highest priority. In consequence,
large resources of highly skilled professional
effort are concentrated on the training of disadvantaged children and on the more sensitive
care of the ageing (now greatly increased in
number), on the sick and on people with
psychological troubles. In terms of any conventional measureof output, such a society as this
would very likely show up as a stagnant
economy. No increase in productivity would
be registered, since the main effort wouldbe
on increasing the numberof social workers and
others available per disadvantaged person. All
very "unproductive." It would be a muchmore
"efficient" economyif those devoting themselves to the care of the inefficient membersof
society got on with the business of producing
somemore goods themselves. The general point
whichemergesis that the rate of economicprogress is not something that can be usefully
measuredon its own, independently of changes
in society, its ideas, tastes, and moral stance.
The very nature of a society’s wishes will determine the level of its production in physical
terms. It need hardly be said that a society
which opts for a certain kind of improvement
for its disadvantaged membersis not in consequence poorer than a society whichconcentrates
its resources successfully on meeting the needs
of the five-car family or the three-TVset household.
Onceagain, one sees howthese solid-seeming,
straightforward statistical measurements
acquire
significance only whenthe speculative social
imagination is applied to them. There is nothing for it. Futurologyremainsallied to fantasy.
It cannot be turned into a respectable "hard"
science merely by getting the economists and
the technologists to put somenumbersto it.
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ThaiPersonalities
The errors ot a wise manmake your rule,
Rather than the per]ections of a tool.

of examination scripts marked by me personally, I cannot be accused of undue selectiveness. "

BLAK~

N

Or LONO^OO I had occasion

to examine

an earnest study of Thai peasant personality, or more precisely, or lengthily, a study of
the patterning of interpersonal behaviour in a
certain Thai village. The author derived much
of his basic data from the responses of a number of peasants to a test requiring the completion
of various sentences, or (as the author himself
puts it) to "a series of standardised stimuli."
One of the set sentences was "When something
worries him, he...’" and this sentence was completed by nearly half of the selected villagers
with a phrase signifying "[elt worried.’" Another sentence ran "The thing which we want
the most is...", and this sentence seventy-seven
per cent of the villagers completed economically
with the word "’money." By the end of the
book, after careful tabulation and analysis, a
lot of terminological expertise or jargon, and
twenty-two months of "field research" in the
village, the author had arrived at various sensible and largely just conclusions concerning
the salient features of Thai personality and behaviour which would have occurred to an intelligent and active tourist within his first week
of sojourn in the country.
Since the practice of studying human beings
as simple animals or as animals amenable to
simple analysis at the hands of specialists has
now been accorded the status of an academic
subject (and after all, given that both the world
and the academic profession are over-populated,
it is true there is no time for complexity), I feel
emboldened to employ here an even simpler
technique for the exploration of Thai personality. This technique is based on the analysis
of students’ howlers and pseudo-howlers, and
since the latter all derive from one year’s crop
27

MORE
"rH^N Is the case with other student-races
using English as a foreign language, the "mistakes" of the Thais have struck me as handsomely consistent or "pattern-making" and significant in fairly directly confirming their attitudes and behaviour as observed in other
spheres. It will be gathered from the report that
I do not altogether subscribe to the theory which
holds the Thais to be a simple, innocent, cheerful, outgoing and somewhat backward people
(this last adjective generally implies the attached
adverb "conveniently").
Whereas the external
demeanour of the Japanese seems calculated to
induce outsiders to consider them more extraordinary and incomprehensible than they are,
the demeanour of the Thais impresses me as
calculated to persuade outsiders that they are
more ordinary and easily understood than they
are.

As I say, the specimens which follow have
not been painstakingly culled over a period of
years: they all fell in the same seasonal and
local shower. And while students of every
nationality and race produce howlers (if only
to entertain their teachers), I believe that these
particular
ones could not, with a few exceptions, derive from lapanese, Egyptian, Indian,
Singaporean, Malaysian or Chinese students.
"If the poet always sings the truth, he would
have a little raw material to produce his work
because there are not muchtruths."
"Poetry makes the world, the nature, have
more technique colours than it really’ was."
"If men study poetry which is too romantic,
it maylead to sadness at the end."
"’Fear no more the heat o’ the sun’ means:
now we have Mr-conditioning."
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